
The Marine 3 : The Homefront WWE superstar Mike "The Miz" Mizanin 
delivers a knock-out performance in the most explosive, action-packed 
Marine adventure yet. After returning to his hometown on leave, Sgt. Jake 
Carter learns that his sister has been abducted by a band of violent 
extremists. To save her, Carter launches a daring one-man assault on their 
base of operations...only to discover the group's ruthless leader is plotting a 
deadly terrorist strike. With time running out, Carter realizes he's the only 
man who can stop the impending massacre - but this American hero may 
have to make the ultimate sacrifice to save thousands of innocent lives. Fox
Interview with a Hitman Silent. Relentless. No attachments. This is Viktor's 
code. The mantra that took him from the slums of Romania to the pinnacle of 
his profession - as a murderer for hire. Viktor knows the value of life more 
than most, which makes him the perfect killer. But after a ruthless betrayal by 
his bosses, he escapes to London, joins a new "family," and finds himself 
caught in a vicious underworld power struggle. Viktor is now better, faster 
and more ruthless than ever before, but an encounter with a dark beauty 
offers him a chance at new life. But can he ever hope to escape the ghosts 
and buried secrets of his past? Well Go USA
Midnight Stallion Fifteen-year-old Megan Shephard and her parents will 
do anything to save their struggling farm. When the family discovers a wild 
stallion in a nearby forest they begin to wonder if this could be the answer to 
their prayers. Kris Kristofferson and Jodelle Ferland star in this heartwarming 
and inspiring tale that celebrates the spirit of family and the amazing 
courage and determination it takes to defeat all odds. Vivendi
The Seven Year Hitch Jennifer (Natalie Hall) and Kevin (Darin Brooks) have 
been inseparable since becoming best friends at age six. So when Jennifer 
graduates from college and begins building a career in charity, she thinks 
it's only right to let drop-out Kevin live in her newly purchased house until 
he gets back on his feet. Seven years later, Jennifer is continuing up the 
career ladder while Kevin is still golf caddying and waiting for his big break. 
Jennifer is happy to let Kevin march to his own beat, but her new boyfriend, 
arrogant corporate manipulator Bryce (Ryan Doom), wants her to kick Kevin 
to the curb. Oblivious to his cheating ways, Jennifer is ecstatic when Bryce 
asks her to marry him after only six months of dating, secretly using her 
angelic reputation to gain favor with his boss Mrs. Von Hoffman (Frances 
Fisher). Kevin catches Bryce cheating and is determined to spare Jennifer an 
unhappily ever after experience. With a little help from his brother who is in 
law school, and support from his meddling neighbor Mr. Henderson (George 
Wendt), Kevin finds out he is legally married to Jennifer in a common law 
marriage after living together for exactly seven years. Now it's up to Kevin to 
prove he is Jennifer's equal forever. Vivendi
Duke Marine Sergeant Terry Pulaski, a once proud man, is now a broken 
shell of himself having returned from Iraq with both PTSD and a disabling 
injury. Terry struggles to be a good father and husband, but his challenges 
leave him feeling like a burden to his wife and daughter. With his dog Duke 
in tow, he decides to leave his family behind. Years later, a homeless Terry 
needs help for an aging and ill Duke, so he leaves him in the care of a 
veterinary clinic. Will Duke be able to help Terry face his demons and 
reconcile with his estranged daughter? Vivendi
Lego Ninjago: Masters of Spinjitzu Season 2 With the Great Devourer 
defeated, Ninjago is enjoying a period of much needed peace. But the 
Serpentine army is still at large and the dark Lord Garmadon now holds the 
four golden weapons of Spinjitzu. Soon he will be able to recreate Ninjago in 
his own image. That is, unless the four young masters of Spinjitzu; Kai, Jay, 
Cole and Zane will be able to prepare Lloyd Garmadon for the ultimate battle 
with his own father. All hope rests on Lloyd, the Green Ninja, to complete his 
training and realize his full potential in time. But other dark forces of the past 
are stirring and soon the final battle for the fate of Ninjago will be fought in a 
way that no one could have imagined. Prepare yourselves for the epic 
conclusion to Ninjago - Masters of Spinjitzu. Ninjaaaaaa-GO! Warner
Father Dowling Final Season Father Dowling fans will finally be able to 
complete their collections with this final season release starring Tom Bosley 
("Father Frank Dowling") and Tracy Nelson ("Sister 'Steve' Oskowski"), as 
principle characters in an unlikely profession for solving murders. This was a 
delightful family friendly mystery series. I especially enjoy the episodes 
(throughtout the series) where Tom Bosley doubles as his evil twin. The 
special guest stars will include David McCallum, Mike Genovese, Carolyn 
Seymour, Richard Kline, Craig Richard Nelson, Michael Champion, Philip 
Charles Mackenzie, Richard Portnow, Fionnula Flanagan, Jason Edwards, 
Mark Moses, Scott Marlowe; more. Paramount
Muary Thai Warrior Betrayed and left for dead by treacherous Japanese 
forces, young samurai Yamada Nagamasa (Seigi Ozeki) is rescued to a 
remote village in Siam and nursed back to health among the acolytes in the 
monastery. Working tirelessly to master the art of Muay Boran (Thai boxing), 
fearless and brutal Yamada is selected to become a royal bodyguard to King 
Naresuan The Great. His greatest challenge comes on the day he's forced to 
fight back against the elite Japanese warriors who left him behind. Based on 
actual events from the 17th century's Ayutthaya period, Muay Thai Warrior 
combines lush visuals with a cast of Olympic athletes to provide viewers 
some of the most stunning and realistic Muay Thai techniques ever filmed 
for the big screen. Well Go USA
Secret Millionaires Club Volume 1 When friends Radley, Elena, Jones & 
Lisa find out their school has lost funding for their favorite activities (music, 
field trips, etc) they call on financial mogul Warren Buffet for help. With 
Warren as their mentor, the kids apply basic business knowledge to 
everyday adventures and ultimately learn that the best investment they can 
make is in themselves. Gaiam / Vivendi
Black Eagle When a hotshot, Air Force pilot is kicked off the military’s elite air 
team and demoted into a combat unit, tensions are raised in a battle of egos 
with the combat unit’s own ace top gun. Now they must set aside their 
differences and lead the way to rescue another soldier and prevent war. 
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